Abstract. We apply the lattice instability analysis to homogeneously strained single crystal with a flat or defected surface to demonstrate that, in the process of emission of dislocation by an unstable surface, prior to the breaking of atomic bonds, a vibrational mode localizes, foretelling the location and the manner of the impending microscopic catastrophic event.
Introduction
Theoretical strength of crystals is one of the classic problems in materials science. Frenkel's formula of theoretical strength reveals the importance of defects in governing the mechanical properties of materials, and it was believed for many decades that theoretical strength is unimportant technologically since we are usually dealing with defected, not ideal, materials. The nucleation and migration of defects can be aided by thermal fluctuations [1, 2] , a factor not considered in simple "brute-force" strength estimates. However, the importance of theoretical strength is becoming more widely appreciated as technology enters the nano-scale. Materials with small dimensions, e.g., whiskers and carbon nano-tubes, show strengths approaching their theoretical limits. Properties of nano-scale systems, for example, the hardness of epitaxial thin films measured by nano-indentation, can be closer to the properties of ideal single-crystals and differ considerably from the macroscale properties of that material.
It also has been long recognized by theoreticians that a connection exists paradoxically between defect behavior and theoretical strength. Defects like the dislocation core and crack tip provide the necessary leverage to amplify an external shear or tensile stress to the level that can break bonds locally, albeit in an inhomogeneous and asynchronous fashion. Theoretical strength calculations therefore lend zeroth-order insights [3] into how bonds break in defect cores. Analytic theories based on the so-called "equivalent crystal" concept, such as the Peierls-Nabarro model of dislocation core [4, 5] , cohesive zone model of crack tip [6] and ductility measure based on nucleation activation energies [7] all have deep inherent connections with theoretical strength concepts [3] , and work best when the defect cores are spread-out.
Before considering how bonds break in defect cores, however, it behooves us to understand the detailed process by which bonds break in a perfect crystal during homogeneous defect nucleation, after the bulk theoretical strength has been approached. It is proper to consider the low-temperature limit first. Near T=0, the phonons constitute a complete normal basis for all atomic motions, so any bulk-initiated instability at T=0 must be first triggered by phonon instability. Therefore the theoretical strength of a crystal at T=0 is governed by the requirement that all phonon modes have real frequencies [8] . However, since the energy carried by any individual phonon mode is dispersed/delocalized in the system, in order to create a high-energy defect somewhere, this linear phonon instability must be followed by a strain localization process, during which nonlinearity must be involved. For simple crystals where the triggering soft mode is a long wavelength elastic wave, a four-stage defect creation process [9, 10] has been proposed and verified by explicit molecular dynamics simulations.
For small-scale systems, surfaces and interfaces are obviously important. Aside from a few recent works [11] [12] [13] , the theoretical strength of surfaces and interfaces is a totally unexplored area. The dynamical processes of surface-initiated defect nucleation, triggered by soft surface phonon and followed by strain localization of the surface atoms, have not been studied. In the present paper we analyze a 2D model of a crystal with surfaces of different orientations. They can have regular periodic structures, or can embed a defect (e.g., step), and in our case it is a nano-notch. The 2D model was chosen because it serves our purpose of trying to understand the fundamental dynamics very nicely, being rich enough and, at the same time, simple enough to illustrate the contrast between local and global instabilities, and pre-and post-critical strain localization effects.
Simulation Details
An important class of lattice instability is crystals having surfaces or interfaces and no other defects (see, e.g. [11] [12] [13] ). In this situation the translational symmetry is preserved in one (for a fiber) or two (for a film) directions and the discrete Fourier transform can be effectively applied to reduce the number of degrees of freedom in the stability analysis. For 2D fiber and half-space (see Fig.  1 (a),(b)) translational symmetry is preserved in x -direction and the small-amplitude vibrational modes are
where i is imaginary unit; x k is the vector in reciprocal space; l is an integer specifying a periodic cell; ω is the eigen-frequency of a particular phonon; 0 U is the corresponding eigen-vector containing the components of displacements of all atoms in a periodic cell. Note that the bulk instability of a 2D crystal under homogeneous strain has been analysed in therms of linear phonon modes ( -criterion P ) in [14] . When spatial periodicity is absent, for example, for the surface with a step or notch, local instability can be studied by assuming that the instability mode is localized near the defect. Atoms around the defect are assumed to be movable while the faraway atoms are fixed at their equilibrium positions (see Fig. 1(c) ). Small-amplitude vibrational modes in this case can be expressed as U . For the bulk crystal the approach usually can be applied without any complications because the number of atoms in a primitive cell is usually not large. However, for a film or a fiber, the number of degrees of freedom in a periodic cell depends not only on the crystal structure but also on the thickness of the sample and surface orientation. To reduce the number of degrees of freedom one can concentrate on local instabilities [15, 16] near the surface. If a structural instability is initiated at the surface, the corresponding instability mode should be localized near the surface, i.e., the displacements of atoms of the unstable eigenmode should decrease rapidly with the distance from the surface. In this situation, in Eq. 1, one can set the displacements of atoms far from surface equal to zero thus reducing the number of degrees of freedom in the secular equation. When applying this assumption we exclude the global instabilities from consideration. Special care should be taken when global instability modes can be responsible for the instability of the sample, e.g., buckling of rather long and thin fiber under compression [13] .
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The two-dimensional triangular lattice with lattice parameter a is generated by the vectors We employ the short-range pairwise interatomic potential similar to that used in [8] :
where r is the distance between two atoms, a R is the atom radius and c R is the cut-off radius.
Without the loss in generality we set 1 a R = . We set 1. previous work [13] we have also used a long-range Lennard-Jones potential and found that, in our numerical setup, the atomic structure of the surface and the crystallographic orientation of the sample play more important role in controlling the instability mechanism than the actual law of interatomic interactions. The atomic mass is normalized to unity which can always be done by proper choice of the time unit. Three simulation substeps are carried out. (i) Pre-critical relaxation of atoms in one periodic cell of the sample is simulated under stepwise increase of uniaxial strain. (ii) At each strain step, after the relaxation is complete, we solve the eigenvalue problem to determine the eigen-frequencies ω and eigenmodes 0 U of small-amplitude vibrations of atoms near their equilibrium positions. The eigenvalue problem is formulated by substituting Eq. 1 or Eq. 2 into the equations of motion of atoms linearized in the vicinity of their equilibrium positions. The number of eigenmodes is equal to the number of degrees of freedom in the (periodic) cell. Vanishing of the frequency of a mode or modes is the criterion of lattice instability. This is the soft phonon mode criterion which is convenient to call the -criterion P with the mnemonic P standing for "phonon" [14] . (iii) Postcritical dynamics of atoms in a supercell consisting of many periodic cells. This simulation is carried out at a fixed external strain slightly exceeding the critical value. Random perturbations of order of 3 
10
− are introduced in the positions of atoms to excite the fall from the unstable equilibrium.
To characterize the degree of localization of an eigenmode we introduce the following localization parameter,
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where n u is the displacement vector of n th atom. From its very definition, the fewer atoms the displacements are localized onto, the closer L is to unity. On the other hand, the more homogeneous are the displacements of atoms in an eigenmode, the closer L is to a constant of order of 1 N − , which tends to zero with increase in the number of atoms, . N
Surface instabilities in half-space
Analyses of instabilities in fibers have shown that, except for the tension of [110] fiber having atomically flat surface, the instability modes in all other cases are localized near surface [14] . For such modes one can considerably reduce the number of degrees of freedom noting that the amplitude of vibration of atoms situated far from the surface is negligibly small. Thus we come to the half-space instability problem schematically depicted in Fig. 1(b) .
In Fig. 2 we show the low-frequency part of spectra of the half-spaces under compression (upper panels) and tension (lower panels) at the critical strain parameter, for the three different orientations. Corresponding unstable eigenmode displacements are depicted in Fig. 3 
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(a) Fig. 2(a)-(f) and Fig. 3(a)-(f) , respectively. In (a), the transformation starts in the single surface monolayer, in (d) it starts from surface reconstruction which affects only two monolayers (cannot be seen here) followed by spinodal decohesion (microcracking), and in all other cases the transformation starts from the generation of dislocations at the surface and their gliding in the main slip system.
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Critical values of strain for half-space with increase in thickness of movable atom region approach the following values (referred to the corresponding panels of Fig. 2 MD simulations of the post-critical behavior confirmed the dislocation mechanism of the structural transformations in all cases studied here. However, the dislocations do not appear at the very initial stage of the structural transformations in the cases presented in Fig. 4 (a) and (d) . In Fig.  4(a) , in accordance with the highly-localized structure of the soft eigenmode presented in Fig. 3(a) , the transformation starts in the single surface monolayer. In Fig. 4(d) , transformation starts from micro-cracking near the surface. In all other cases one can observe the generation of dislocations at the surface and their gliding in the main slip system.
Localization of unstable modes which can be seen in Fig. 3 can be characterized quantitatively with the use of the localization parameter L given by Eq. 4. The wave vector of the unstable mode is a priori unknown and, generally speaking, parameter L should be analyzed for different x k . The situation is simplified for the embedded-region local instability problems because here the spatial periodicity is absent. We would like to use this simplification and the quantitative analysis of L will be done in the following sections.
One qualitative remark can be made already here. Crystal with a surface always has spatially localized surface modes even at zero strain. Generally speaking, the displacement pattern in the unstable mode depends on loading conditions, e.g., pure tension or tension in combination with shear and so on, and thus, the unstable localized mode usually does not coincide with the original surface mode.
Embedded-region instability
Now we turn to the lattice instability problem in the absence of translational symmetry. This approach can be applied to predict the near-defect local instabilities, e.g., near a kinked step on a surface, near a dislocation in the bulk, near a crack tip, etc. However, here we apply this approach to the analysis of the periodic surface to have a possibility to compare the results with that obtained above. The main idea of using the local instability analysis is to decrease the number of degrees of freedom. Only atoms near the defect are assumed to be movable and they interact with rigid continuation of the strained equilibrium lattice, as it is schematically shown in Fig. 1 (c) . Surface plays the role of defect in our case.
Let us consider the [110] surface under tension/compression. In Fig. 5 we show the instability modes for (a) compression and (b) tension parallel to surface. Only movable atoms are shown. In this example, the region with movable atoms consists of 20
The mode in Fig. 5(a) should be compared to that depicted in Fig. 3(a) . One can see that this is actually the same mode subjected to clamping boundary conditions, analogous to forming a Gaussian wave pack or wavelet out of plane waves. The similarity of the instability modes ensures good convergence of the critical strain with increase in , N N to the value obtained for the halfspace with rather thick layer of movable atoms. One more reason for the good convergence is the localization of the unstable mode when strain approaches a critical value. This can be seen in Fig. 6 , where we show (a) frequencies of the five lowest-frequency modes and (b) the localization parameter, L , defined by Eq. 4, for the lowest-frequency mode as the functions of compressive strain xx ε .
Similar results were obtained for the case of compressive strain. The soft mode obtained in local instability analysis and presented in Fig. 5(b) resembles the staggered instability mode in Fig. 3(b ε (see Fig. 5(b) ).
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Instability at nano-notch
In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 we present the results of simulation for instability at the [110] surface with a nano-notch. The numerical setup shown in Fig. 1 (c) was used for this study, i.e., a rectangular block of movable atoms around notch is surrounded by the homogeneously strained half-space with fixed atoms to study the local instability near the notch. Tensile strain xx ε is applied parallel to the surface. Notch has closed-packed faces with the angle of 60 o between them. The depth of notch, D , is measured in the number of monatomic layers, with 0 D = meaning atomically flat surface. In Figs. 8 (a) -(e) and in Fig. 9 , the results for 1 D = are presented. Left panels in Figs. 8 (a)-(e) show the positions of movable atoms while right panels show the lowest frequency vibrational modes. In Fig. 8 (a) Only movable atoms are shown but they interact with the homogeneously strained continuation of the half-space as it is illustrated by Fig. 1(c) . , when frequency of a particular phonon mode vanishes and dislocation is emitted by nano-notch. Vanishing of the unstable mode frequency is accompanied by sharp increase in the localization parameter, L .
Discussion and conclusions
The role of surface in the lattice instability problem has been studied numerically for 2D crystal model. It has been demonstrated that, in many cases, the problem can be simplified by considerable reduction of number of degrees of freedom involved in the analysis. This is achieved by substituting the eigenvalue problem formulated for the whole sample with the problem dealing with local instabilities. Such substitution is justified by the fact that usually, prior to the atomic bond breaking, spatial localization of an unstable mode does take place.
Defected crystals always have vibrational modes localized near defects. However, the displacement pattern in the unstable mode of critically loaded crystal depends on loading conditions and thus, the unstable localized mode usually does not coincide with the original localized mode.
The influence of surfaces orientation has been studied. We always applied homogeneous tension/compression parallel to surface and thus, changing the crystallographic orientation of the sample, we changed not only the structure of the surface but also the orientation of the slip systems with respect to the loading axis (Schmidt factor). Particularly we have studied surfaces having 
